PASTA

To guide you to better food choices for our planet, we have teamed up with Klimato to present climate labels on all retail menus during COP26. Klimato uses climate data from lifecycle assessments to calculate the carbon footprint of meals served during the Summit. The Klimato climate label indicates whether a dish has a Low, Medium or High carbon footprint.

PASTA
All our pastas are 100% UK sourced

ORGANIC KALE & SEASONAL VEGETABLE PASTA
spelt fusilli, field mushrooms, kale, and seasonal vegetables - PLANT-BASED

BRAISED TURKEY MEATBALLS
with organic spelt penne pasta in a tomato ragu

ORGANIC SPELT WHOLEGRAIN PENNE PASTA
with a tomato ragu, kale, pesto and oatmeal crumble - PLANT-BASED

WINTER SQUASH LASAGNE
celeriac, glazed root vegetables and winter squash, with a vegan Cheddar - PLANT BASED

Today, an average meal has a carbon footprint of 1.7 kg CO2e in the UK. According to the WWF, we need to get this number down below 0.5 kg CO2e to reach the goals defined in the Paris Agreement. By including climate labels on our menus, we aim to make it easier to achieve this goal - together.